Proof of Concept
Our unique ‘Proof of Concept’ approach has helped businesses across the UK make informed purchasing
decisions and manage the change process when investing in interactive technology. Customers are able to
meaningfully experience the very latest cutting-edge technologies, innovative products and interactive
solutions within their own corporate environments. By doing this they can build a real time business case for
product implementation within the company by:





engaging with potential users and obtain feedback about the technologies suitability for user cases
evaluate and engage from a technical perspective (IT integration)
obtain internal stakeholder 'buy in'
make a small investment to justify the much larger long term implementation

Customers can utilise products on a rental basis for up to six months, with an option to purchase at the end
of the ‘Proof of Concept’ period. All equipment is hand delivered to site by trained engineers, using mobile
solutions for easy installation and setup. All equipment will be commissioned before the engineers leave
site.

SMART Board
The Proof of Concept provides a SMART Board® on a TeamMate VariHite motorised height-adjustable stand,
combining mobility and flexibility. This is a multitouch system that can make meetings more productive and
training more effective. Collaboration becomes a natural and interactive experience.
This can be either SMART Board® 800 series interactive whiteboard and projector system or the SMART
Board® 8000 series flat screen display. Both offer the most advanced interactive whiteboarding, aimed at
businesses.

SMART Meeting Pro Software
SMART Meeting Pro software is an interactive whiteboard application that enables
writing in digital ink over standard office software applications. It allows you to digitally
capture and share ideas, analyse data, brainstorm, solve problems, document and
distribute the results of team meetings. SMART Meeting Pro software provides a
dynamic and engaging way to display material, present or keep meetings on track. Use
SMART Meeting Pro to mark-up documents in Microsoft® Office® software applications
like Word, Excel® and PowerPoint® in digital ink, or save whiteboard notes as PDF or PPT
files to be distributed instantly via email.

Event Rental
Transform both internal and external business meetings, events,
conferences and product launches - engage and encourage participants
to enjoy a natural intuitive interactive experience on the latest
interactive screens. Our rental team maintain a range of interactive
surfaces to match to your event requirements.
Interactive technology fosters an environment where teamwork thrives. Whether it is brainstorming or
presenting, your SMART Board will change the way your clients collaborate forever. Data changes within
Microsoft applications plus any notes can be saved and mailed either during or at the end of the event to all
attendees thus eliminating the need for time consuming data collation. Write with a pen, a finger or erase
with a fist, use the touch screen to open documents, launch applications and navigate the Internet. SMART
supports Microsoft® Windows® 7 touch gestures, so that objects can be manipulated with gestures like
zoom, rotate, pan, flick and toss.
Interactive Voting solutions will engage audiences by providing instant
feedback so they become totally involved in any meeting, presentation,
conference or event. TurningPoint is a powerful audience response system
which is easily implemented and is designed and built to bring multiplechoice audience interactivity. Built inside Microsoft PowerPoint® it works
over any software on Windows® or Mac® and consists of polling software,
credit card sized response keypads, response receiver and carry cases.
ResponseWare is a revolutionary software application for enabling audience
voting via mobile devices such as iPads, iPhones, laptops, mobile phones
and pretty much anything that can connect to the internet. Turn your
computer or mobile device into a virtual ResponseCard giving your audience
the ability to participate regardless of location using their own device.

The opportunities are endless. We are good with ideas (and know how others have used the technology for
their events). Give us a call and find out how you can make your next event excitingly different.

